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Abstract

to both languages occupy different UTF-8 representations), the
quality of synthesised speech was poor2 . This indicates that a
purely end-to-end approach is not adequate and additional processing is required.
There are two issues that we address in this paper, namely,
the issue of different grapheme representations for Indian languages, and the issue of low digital resources, in that the amount
of data available for each language is inadequate for building
end-to-end systems. The common phonetic characteristics of
different languages enable the use of pooled resources across
languages, where pooling is performed based on the phonetic
content. Motivated by the work in [5, 6, 7], where similarities
among Indian languages are studied and exploited, the focus is
on capitalising on these similarities for system building. In this
context, two types of text representations are explored in the
end-to-end framework– character-based and phone-based. The
goal is to enable effortless training of Indic systems for monolingual and multiple language data.
The pipeline in Tacotron2 [2] takes character sequences as
input and generates the speech waveforms. When dealing with
multiple languages, it may be required to process linguistic representations across languages. In the literature, efforts in training TTSes in the seq2seq framework have explored various linguistic representations. In [1] and [2], the input text is processed in terms of its constituent characters. [8] explores convolution attention based models for multilingual speech synthesis of Indian languages and studies how the multilingual system
scales for new languages and new speakers. In [8], the UniTran SAMPA table is used to map Unicode characters to the
SAMPA symbol-set. [9] uses a neural multi-speaker TTS system for conversions between English, Spanish, and German. It
uses a per-language encoder to process input sequences in terms
of phonemes. [10] uses a phoneme-based representation with
vowels using three different symbols depending on their level
of stress.
Some implementations have also explored representation
mixing [11, 12]. [11] processes the input text in terms of characters, phonemes and stresses and also explores a joined representation of characters and phonemes. [12] enables a choice
between character, phoneme, or mixed representations during
inference. In [13], a multilingual speech synthesis system is
trained using byte representations across English, Mandarin and
Spanish. The text is processed using Unicode bytes, especially,
the UTF-8 variable length byte sequence for each character.
This provides a very compact representation as the vocabulary
size of Unicode bytes is always 256.
In [14], code-switchable TTSes are built using a mix of
monolingual Mandarin and English data by encoding the input text in two ways: (1) using a separate encoder to encode
each language, and (2) using a shared encoder with language

Building text-to-speech (TTS) synthesisers is a difficult
task, especially for low resource languages. Language-specific
modules need to be developed for system building. End-to-end
speech synthesis has become a popular paradigm as a TTS can
be trained using only <text, audio> pairs. However, end-to-end
speech synthesis is not scalable in a multilanguage scenario, as
the vocabulary increases with the number of different scripts.
In this paper, TTSes are trained for Indian languages using
two text representations– character-based and phone-based. For
the character-based approach, a multi-language character map
(MLCM) is proposed to easily train Indic speech synthesisers.
The phone-based approach uses the common label set (CLS)
representation for Indian languages. Both approaches leverage
the similarities that exist among the languages. The advantage
is a compact representation across multiple languages. Experiments are conducted by building TTSes using monolingual data
and by pooling data across two languages. The ability to synthesise code-mixed text using the phone-based approach is also
assessed. Subjective evaluations indicate that reasonably good
quality Indic TTSes can be developed using both approaches.
This emphasises the need to incorporate multilingual text processing in the end-to-end framework.
Index Terms: end-to-end speech synthesis, Indian languages,
multi-language character map, multilingual synthesis, codemixing

1. Introduction
Developing a good quality text-to-speech (TTS) synthesiser is
a challenging task, especially when dealing with multiple languages in a low-resource scenario. India has 1652 languages1
with 22 official languages written in different scripts. Due to
the lack of adequate amount of data and linguistic tools, Indian languages are considered to be low resource. Building
a conventional TTS system requires a certain amount of feature engineering, a parser for parsing text into sub-word units
(phones, syllables), an alignment module, etc. With the success of attention-based sequence to sequence (seq2seq) models
in an end-to-end framework, building a TTS system is simple
[1, 2, 3].
TTS systems have been built in a cross-lingual manner in
our earlier work [4]. In [4], code-switchable TTSes are built
using a mixture of data from two languages. Initial experiments
were conducted in the current work by similarly pooling data
across two languages. Tacotron2 [2] was used as the end-to-end
technique. Systems built using data of one language gave reasonably good quality synthesised speech. But when data of two
languages were combined (where the graphemes corresponding
* Both

1 This

2 Synthesised examples can be found at this link: https://www.
iitm.ac.in/donlab/ssw2019/mlcm_phone/index.html

authors have contributed equally to this paper.
statistics is from the 1961 Census report of India.
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distinct characters (extracted from the input text) are mapped to
a set of tokens needed for further processing. It includes representations for unknown entities (<unk>), punctuation marks
and language-specific characters. Out-of-vocabulary characters
that appear during synthesis are considered to be unknown entities. Spaces and punctuation marks, including periods, commas,
question marks are considered as separate characters.
Unlike English which has 26 distinct characters, scripts in
Indian languages have typically around 55-70 characters based
on their Unicode values. Features of Indic scripts share many
similarities. Characters in a script are arranged in a specific
structure. Vowels come first followed by consonants arranged
based on their place and manner of articulation. These are followed by semi-vowels and fricatives. There is another class of
characters referred to as vowel modifiers, that when preceded
by consonants generate different combinations of graphemes.
Exploiting these similar features, a superset of character maps
has been developed.

embedding.
In the current work, we explore character-based and phonebased representations in the default Tacotron2 architecture [2].
For Indian languages, the text is in UTF-8 representation. In
Tacotron2, the text in UTF-8 format is first processed into individual characters based on Unicode values. This results in a
character map that maps all the distinct characters in the given
text to a set of tokens used for further processing. Each character in each script has a distinct Unicode value. When building a
TTS synthesiser using multiple languages, the total number of
unique characters increases. The Unicode byte representation
also does not account for similarities across Indian languages.
Therefore, a very simple and compact character representation
for Indian languages is proposed. The multi-language character
map (MLCM) is a superset of characters across 13 Indian languages spanning 8 different written scripts wherein characters
that sound similar across languages are given the same representation. In the current work, the character map is replaced by
a pre-defined MLCM. TTSes are trained using Tacotron2 in an
end-to-end framework and their performance is compared with
those trained using language-specific character maps. The effectiveness of systems trained using MLCM is evaluated on (1)
monolingual data (2) mixture of data from two languages.
To obtain the phone-based representation from the input
text, the unified parser for Indian languages is used [15]. Phones
are represented in terms of common label set (CLS) notations
[6]. The performance of phone-based systems is assessed only
on monolingual data. Experiments are performed with two
Indo-Aryan (Bengali, Hindi) and two Dravidian (Malayalam,
Tamil) languages. The performance of both types of text representations is also compared. This kind of text processing results
in a compact representation.
An interesting application of the phone-based experiments
is code-mixing. Indians are inherently multilingual and tend
to mix different languages in a conversation. One of the most
common languages that is mixed with the native tongue is English. A code-mixable TTS is developed in the current work
using a mixture of two monolingual datasets. This is similar to the approach in [4]. Code-mixing is the alternation between languages in a single sentence3 . A Hindi+English TTS
is trained using monolingual Hindi and English data. As English has a different set of characters from Hindi, English is
also represented in terms of CLS labels using the technique in
[4]. Additionally, a classification and regression tree (CART) is
built so that out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words are also handled.
A phone-based Hindi+English TTS is trained, and its performance is compared with monolingual Hindi and English TTSes
by evaluating on a set of code-mixed Hindi and English text.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Both text
representations are described in Section 2. The proposed multilanguage character map is presented here. Section 3 describes
the end-to-end framework for training a TTS. Section 4 details
the experiments carried out and the results obtained. The work
is concluded in Section 5 with directions for future work.

Table 1: Examples of cross-lingual mapping in MLCM. Pronunciations are in terms of CLS labels.

The multi-language character map is a manually prepared
character map for 13 Indian languages with 8 distinct scripts
(Bengali, Devanagari, Gujarati, Kannada, Malayalam, Odia,
Tamil, Telugu). Similar characters across these scripts are given
the same representation. This is similar to Bharati script which
is a common script representing characters in nine major Indian
scripts [16]. This script has been used to develop a multilingual
optical character recognition system for Indian languages [17].
But the Bharati script introduces a new set of characters which
needs to be learnt. Vowel modifiers do not have separate representations in the Bharati script, while this distinction is made in
the Unicode representation.
In MLCM, vowels and vowel modifiers of the same script
are mapped together as they represent the same characters. The
character to token mapping is many-to-one. This mapping has
been prepared based on the structure of the scripts and the common label set (CLS) representation for Indian languages [6].
This is a compact representation across languages as the size
of the token set is just 68 including <unk>, full stop, comma,
blank and 64 character tokens. Other punctuation marks are not
included, as Indian language texts are rarely punctuated. This
kind of cross-lingual mapping is especially useful when dealing with data pooled across languages with different scripts.
MLCM can be easily extended to include characters of a new
Indian language.
Examples of mappings in MLCM are given in Table 1. Pronunciations of the characters are in terms of CLS labels. As seen
from the table, “aa” and “i” have two rows each– the first one
for corresponding vowels and the second for vowel modifiers.
A hyphen in the figure denotes that the corresponding character
is not present in that script. In the language-specific character

2. Text representations
2.1. Character representation: multi-language character
map (MLCM)
The input text is in UTF-8 format as shown in the second column of Table 2. Tacotron2 generates a character map wherein
3 Code-mixing is an intra-sentential phenomenon whereas codeswitching is an inter-sentential phenomenon
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into a continuous vector. This sequence of embedded vectors
is fed as input to the encoder, which produces sequential representations of the text.
The encoded sequence is fed to the attention module which
summarises it as a fixed-length context vector. This is required
by the decoder for each step. In [2], location-sensitive attention
is used. In the current work, forward attention with a transition agent is used [19]. For each decoder step, only monotonic
alignments are considered, as the nature of alignment between
linguistic and acoustic sequences is monotonic. The decision to
stay or proceed at each decoder step is based on the transition
agent. The decoder predicts mel spectrogram frames at each
step based on the encoded input. The encoder-decoder mechanism is trained thus from the speech data.
During synthesis, the input text is processed in terms of
individual characters (or phones), embedded and then passed
through the encoder-decoder network. In Tacotron2 [2], a
WaveNet vocoder auto regressively predicts the speech waveform sample-wise by conditioning on the generated mel spectrograms. As a robust WaveNet vocoder requires at least tens of
hours of data for training, the Griffin-Lim algorithm is used in
this work [20]. The Griffin-Lim technique also allows for faster
experimentation. The generated mel-scale spectrogram is first
converted to a linear-scale spectrogram. The Griffin-Lim algorithm reconstructs the speech waveform from the linear-scale
spectrogram by iteratively estimating the phase. This is similar
to the implementation in vanilla Tacotron [1].

map, characters in different scripts are considered as distinct
characters and processed as such. In MLCM, characters across
scripts are mapped together, as illustrated in Figure 1.
2.2. Phone representation: common label set (CLS)
In the phone-based approach, the input text is first parsed into
constituent phones, which are denoted by labels in the common
label set (CLS) [6]. CLS provides a standard notation of phones
across different Indian languages in Latin-1 script. A unified
parser is used to convert words in Indian languages to CLS representation [15].
The UTF-8 to Latin-1 mapping is not one-to-one in CLS.
Hence, two approaches are explored in the context of phonebased representation– transliteration and phone mapping. In the
former, the unified parser is used to transliterate words into CLS
notations. A phone may be represented by more than one Latin1 character. For example, long “a” is denoted by “aa”. This
transliterated text is then used directly in the subsequent stages.
Tacotron2’s character map, in this case, consists of Latin-1 characters present in the training data mapped to a set of tokens.
Table 2: Examples of phone-based representations– transliteration and phone mapping

4. Experiments and results
Experiments are carried out with female datasets from Indic
TTS database [21] for four Indian languages, namely, Bengali,
Hindi, Malayalam and Tamil. Around 5 hours of data is chosen for each language. The text is in UTF-8 format. Details of
the data are given in Table 3. Each monolingual dataset is the
speech data of a single speaker. The Tacotron network does not
receive any speaker or language identity as input.

In the second approach, individual phones from the unified
parser’s output are mapped to a single unique character. This is
to ensure that system building is purely phonetic. For example,
long “a” is mapped to “A” which is a single character. The resultant character may be in Latin-1 or UTF-8 format. The modified
input text is presented to Tacotron2, and the character map has
a combination of Latin-1 and UTF-8 characters. Examples of
words parsed in these two formats are given in Table 2.
The cardinality of CLS is 83. Individual Indian languages
have around 49-58 phones, except for Tamil which has around
35 phones. The cardinality of the phone-based system is equal
to the number of phones covered by the data. On the other hand,
the cardinality of the transliteration system is around 22-25.
For code-mixing, English words need to be handled differently. There is no one-to-one mapping of English characters to
characters in Indian scripts. Hence, the MLCM approach is not
feasible for English text. Similar to the technique in [4], English
words are parsed into CLS notations using a classification and
regression tree (CART). The English text is then modified using
the phone mapping approach.

Table 3: Details of the Indic datasets
Dataset/
Language
Bengali
Hindi
Malayalam
Tamil

Language family

Script

Indo-Aryan
Indo-Aryan
Dravidian
Dravidian

Bengali
Devanagari
Malayalam
Tamil

Number of
utterances
3179
2178
3418
1585

Before training, the text is cleaned up. All intermediate
punctuation marks except comma are removed. The end of every sentence is marked with a period.
Preliminary experiments were carried out to train reasonably good TTS systems for the four datasets. It was observed
that training was very sensitive to the input data. For example,
a few misplaced commas in the training text were enough to degrade the quality of synthesised speech. Further, in batch mode,
sorting based on the length of the input character sequence resulted in better synthesis quality, compared to shuffling the data
randomly. For each system, 90% of the data is considered as
train data and the rest as validation data.
Subjective evaluations are conducted to assess the performance of TTSes. The first set of experiments evaluate
character-based systems, specifically analysing the effectiveness of using MLCM. The next set of experiments compare the
two types of phone representations followed by the comparison

3. Training the end-to-end TTS synthesiser
ESPNet’s implementation [18] of Tacotron2 is used in this
work4 . The basic architecture of Tacotron2 is an attention-based
encoder-decoder network with a WaveNet vocoder [2]. Only
<text, audio> pairs are required for training the TTS. The text
is first processed into a sequence of characters (or phones) and
mapped to tokens. If the text representation is character-based,
then this mapping is done using MLCM. Each character (or
phone) is then represented by a one-hot vector and embedded
4 Link to ESPNet’s code: https://github.com/espnet/
espnet
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Table 5: Character-based: DMOS scores - monolingual data

between character and phone-based systems. The phone-based
approach is also evaluated on code-mixed sentences.
Out-domain sentences are used for evaluation. They include test sentences from Blizzard Challenges 2013-15 [22, 23,
24] and sentences taken from the web. 10 native listeners of the
language are used in each test. Evaluators are in the age group
20-35 and have no known hearing defects.

Language
Bengali
Hindi
Malayalam

4.1. Character-based experiments

This experiment investigates whether MLCM scales well when
a mixture of languages is used for training. Two cases are
considered– (1) pooling 5 hrs each of Bengali and Hindi (2)
pooling 5 hrs each of Malayalam and Tamil. An average voice
model is trained without adapting to a particular speaker. To
avoid bias towards a particular speaker/language, training and
validation data are selected from both datasets in a balanced
manner. Further, for each case, systems are built using (a) a
language-specific character map (i.e., one containing characters
specific to those scripts alone) and (b) MLCM. As mentioned in
Section 1, a TTS built by directly pooling different monolingual
datasets does not train well. Hence, in the language-specific
case too, characters that sound the same across the pooled languages are mapped together. This is also motivated by the results of Section 4.1.1. Again, the language-specific character
map is a subset of MLCM.
Effectively four systems are built. These systems are evaluated through a DMOS test for each language. Only monolingual sentences are presented for synthesis. Listeners evaluated
10 sentences per system and 5 natural recordings per language.
Table 6 presents the DMOS results. Results show that the use
of MLCM causes a graceful degradation in performance with
respect to language-specific character maps.

The default Tacotron implementation generates a character-totoken mapping based on Unicode values. It does not take into
consideration the acoustic similarity of characters. Vowel modifiers are characters that are appended to consonants to generate
different graphemes. For example, vowel modifier aa appended
to character k results in the sound “kaa”. This is the same as appending character k and vowel aa. This distinction is made only
during writing. Hence, ideally, a vowel and the corresponding
vowel modifier should be mapped to a single token, although
they have different Unicode values.
Two Malayalam TTS systems are built with 5 hours of data
using– (1) the default character map generated by Tacotron, in
which vowels and vowel modifiers are represented separately,
and (2) a modified character map in which the vowel modifiers
and the corresponding vowels are mapped to the same token.
A pairwise-comparison (PC) test is performed to analyse the
performance of both systems. Listeners evaluated 10 sentence
<without mapping, with mapping> pairs which were presented
in random order of systems. Results of the PC test in terms of
preference for a system are shown in Table 4. Results clearly
indicate the superior quality of the system with vowel modifier mapping. Hence, in all the subsequent experiments, vowel
modifiers and the corresponding vowels of a script are mapped
to the same token. This mapping is also incorporated in MLCM.

Table 6: Character-based: DMOS scores - pooled data

Table 4: Character-based: PC test results - with and without
mapping vowels and vowel modifiers (preference in %)
With Mapping
51

MLCM
3.37
2.86
3.07

4.1.3. Performance on pooled data

4.1.1. Mapping together vowel modifiers and vowels

Without Mapping
30

Language-specific
3.60
2.88
3.13

Language
Bengali
Hindi
Malayalam
Tamil

Equal
19

Language-specific
3.37
3.05
3.22
3.12

MLCM
3.27
2.81
3.05
2.88

It is observed that some of the Tamil samples generated by
the Malayalam+Tamil system have a strong Malayalam accent.
This may be because Tamil script has a fewer number of characters than Malayalam. In Tamil, the same character denotes
both unvoiced and its voiced counterpart. For example, ka (unvoiced) and ga (voiced) are represented by the same character.

4.1.2. Performance on monolingual data
Results of Section 4.1.1 are encouraging as they indicate the
necessity to map similar characters across different Indian languages. In this experiment, three Indian languages (Bengali,
Hindi and Malayalam) are considered. Two TTSes per language
are trained with 5 hours of data using– (1) a character-to-token
mapping that is specific to that script alone (language-specific)
and (2) MLCM. It is to be noted that the former is a subset of
the latter. These systems are evaluated through a degradation
mean opinion score (DMOS) test for each language. Listeners
evaluated 10 sentences per system and 5 natural recordings (i.e.,
25 sentences in total) per language. The quality of the synthesised utterances is rated on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest)
by listeners who are native speakers of the corresponding language. Evaluators are asked to rate the systems based on the
naturalness of the synthesis quality. Table 5 presents the DMOS
results. Results show that the use of MLCM results in a graceful
degradation in performance compared to the language-specific
character map.

4.2. Phone-based experiments
As mentioned in Section 2.2, two types of phone-based representations are explored– transliteration and phone mapping.
TTSes are trained from 5 hours each of Bengali, Hindi and
Malayalam data using both these techniques. The performance
of the TTSes is evaluated using DMOS tests. Listeners evaluated 10 sentences per system and 5 natural recordings per language. Table 7 presents the DMOS scores. It is observed that
the performance of phone-mapped systems is better than that of
transliteration systems for languages Hindi and Bengali. The
synthesis quality of the phone-mapped system is slightly degraded in the case of Malayalam.
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Table 7: Phone-based: DMOS scores - transliteration vs. phone
mapping
Language
Bengali
Hindi
Malayalam

Transliterated
3.05
3.18
3.47

Table 10: Code-mixing: Hindi and English
System
Hindi
English
Hin+Eng

Phone-mapped
3.32
3.31
3.35
4.5. Discussion

4.3. Character-based vs. phone-based experiments

Although TTSes using MLCM are slightly degraded in performance compared to language-specific character maps, the advantage of using MLCM is that it can be directly used when
more languages are pooled in. It is easily scalable to a language
with a new script, as new characters just need to be mapped to
the corresponding tokens. In the phone-based approach, phone
mapping gives a better overall performance compared to the
transliteration version. This indicates that purely phonetic based
text may be better suited for low resource languages with specific G2P rules. This is also supported by the results of comparing character and phone-based approaches for Hindi. The catch
is that, for a new Indian script, any language-specific G2P rule
may be required to be included in the unified parser. All these
experiments are conducted with 5 hours of monolingual data.
Maybe with more data, such mappings (especially G2P ones)
could be learnt by the network.
Most systems are observed to have low DMOS scores. Although the synthesised speech is intelligible, artifacts are introduced due to the Griffin-Lim vocoder. Replacing the GriffinLim vocoder by a WaveNet vocoder will result in better synthesis quality. Tacotron2 with Griffin-Lim vocoder gives a mean
opinion score of 4 for a US English dataset [2]. The US English
dataset is of 24.6 hours in duration while the datasets used in
this work are about 5 hours in duration. It is also observed that
the TTS systems sometimes produce erroneous speech, wherein
parts of the utterance are repeated towards the end. To a large
extent, this issue is avoided with the phone-based approach.
The synthesis samples of the conducted experiments
are available at https://www.iitm.ac.in/donlab/
ssw2019/mlcm_phone/index.html.

The performance of character-based and phone-based TTSes
is compared by a PC test. For the character-based system,
MLCM is used, and for the phone-based system, the phone
mapping technique is used. Listeners evaluated 10 sentence
<character-based, phone-based> pairs, which were presented
in random order of systems. Results of the PC test are presented in Table 8. It is seen that the performance of characterbased and phone-based systems are comparable for Bengali and
Malayalam, whereas the phone-based system performs better
for Hindi. On closer inspection, it is observed that schwa deletion, which is the deletion of the short vowel “a”, is correctly
done for some words in the Hindi phone-based system. Examples of such words, along with their grapheme and phoneme
representations in CLS are given in Table 9. The lack of sufficient data may also be a contributing factor for the lower performance of Hindi character-based system.
Table 8: PC test results: MLCM vs. phone-mapped (preference
in %)
Language
Bengali
Hindi
Malayalam

MLCM
31
22
30

Phone-mapped
29
53
28

DMOS Score
2.83
2.53
3.04

Equal
40
25
42

Table 9: Examples of Hindi words with schwa deletion

5. Conclusion
This paper explores character and phone-based text representations for training Indic TTSes in an end-to-end framework.
Reasonably good quality TTSes are built for monolingual data
and pooled data across languages using both approaches. A
code-mixable TTS is also developed using the phone-mapped
approach.
This is still a work in progress. But this is a stepping stone
to build multilingual and code-mixable TTSes. The advantage
of such a cross-lingual approach is that a generic TTS can be
built and adapted to languages that are low resource, along with
the ease of using end-to-end systems.

4.4. Code-mixing
Three systems are built as part of the code-mixing experiment–
monolingual Hindi, monolingual English, and their mixture
(Hin+Eng). English data is the speech data of the same Hindi
female speaker in the Indic TTS database [21]. As mentioned
in Section 2.2, only the phone mapping technique is considered
here. Monolingual systems are built using 5 hours of data, while
the mixed TTS is trained using 2.5 hours each of its constituent
languages. The code-mixable ability of each system is evaluated on a set of code-mixed Hindi+English text [23, 24] using a
DMOS test. 10 listeners, who are proficient in both languages,
evaluated 7 code-mixed synthesised speech generated by each
system. Results of the DMOS test are given in Table 10. As
expected, the Hin+Eng system performs the best. The Hindi
system has a higher DMOS score compared to the English system. This maybe due to a higher percentage of Hindi words in
the code-mixed sentences.
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